
Research topic
While the traditional public space has been criticised for their con-
temporary decline, new forms of socialising stages have been 
recognised and an important but neglected social platform is market-
place. Therefore, through identifying a research gap in the study of 
space and people in the setting of ordinary markets, the research 
question is to explore whether there is any relationship between the 
spatial patterns of markets and its success regarding the popularity 
of static activities, which might contribute to the performance of 
market as a platform for social interactions. 
Three cases were selected, including Whitechapel Market, Queen’s 
Market and Brixton Market, representing three different typology of 
ordinary but diverse marketplaces in London.

Profiling the users: general street survey

Findings and conclusion
Typology: density of static activities higher in outdoor than indoor 
market, and the density is highest in the interface space of outdoor 
and indoor space.
Stall forms: stalls allowing more circulation and interacting space for 
shopper attract more static users.
Accessibility: higher spatial accessibility usually indicate higher 
density of staying activities.
Behaviour and perception: market users choose staying place con-
ciously, and the three most important factors are the provision of 
seats, or food and drinks, and good view.

Overall, the results suggest functional, spatial accessibility and 
micro-environmental quality are all closely related to users’ 
behavioural patterns. While the results present some general sug-
gestions of what kind of space might attract more staying activities, it 
might be more accurate and informative if further explorations could 
categorise and record different interactions happen within markets.

Understanding land use pattern: a broad-category of neigh-
bourhood functional analysisand a detailed land use analysis within 
markets.

Studying the pattern of stationary activities
Structured direct observation: two detailed observation areas were 
selected among all three cases, which were further divided into 5 
micro-spaces for practical reason, where a 5-minute observation 
was carried out through different days and daytimes. The type, 
gender and length of static activities were recorded in printed sight-
ing maps for precise situation and density calculation. 

Understanding accessibility
Using and Depthmap X to examine the spatial accessibility, and data 
adopted are normalised angular choice measure (NACH) and normalised 
angular integration measure (NAIN) based on the segment analysis.
Relative closeness and relative path betweenness measures were calculat-
ed to represent the level of significance of each market compared 
to its surrounding as destinations or corridors in various scales.

Relative closeness = (market average integration value - neighbourhood  
average integration values) / neighbourhood average integration 
values* 100%

Relative path betweenness = (market average choice value - neighbourhood
average choice) / neighbourhood average choice values* 100%

Methodology & data

Market Whitechapel Market Queen's Market Brixton Market 
Average density 0.15 0.069 0.132 
Micro observation area area a. area b.  area c. area d.  area e. area f.  
Density of static activities 0.154 0.148 0.063 0.075 0.116 0.173 

 FIGURE 3: all-day aggregated static activity record of area a.

FIGURE 2: stall form and interaction method in WM.

FIGURE 1: Segment analysis of WM showing
NACH, R=2400

TABLE 1: density of static activities in market and micro observation areas.
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